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Love. Who doesn't get weaker in their knees when they read big love quotes? And since Spanish is a romantic language, it makes sense that some of the best quotes about love are in Spanish! But more importantly, reading and understanding quotes is a great way to prepare you for Spanish SAT and
Spanish AP exams. This is because they often rely on figurative language, which means that the literal translation is different from the actual meaning of the phrase. By studying such quotations, you get a better understanding of how to speak, read and understand Spanish at a more advanced level. In
this post, we are going to help you prepare for exams by giving you a list of the 11 best Spanish love quotes with an English translation. For each quote, we will: Give you a love quote in Spanish Provide an English translation to discuss the meaning of the quote Ready? Let's get started! Spanish love
citation #1: A quote on eternity Prefiero un minuto contigo una eternidad sin tee. This sentence literally translates as: I prefer a minute with you than eternity without you. In other words, you prefer to know (and love!) a person for a short period of time than live a full life, never knew them at all. It's
incredibly romantic... That's why we chose it to start our list! This line also teaches you how to create a comparison in Spanish. You can use the basic form of this sentence to show how one thing is better than the other, which will be an important skill for writing part of your Spanish exams. Memorize
quotes like this, like having a little grammar shortcut that you can pop out at any time. Spanish love quote #2: A quote about the struggle of Rinien menudo los amantes, por el gusto de hacer las steps. Literally, this quote translates as: Lovers quarrel often for the pleasure of making peace. However,
there is a more figurative way to think about this line, too. At its core, this quote is about passion. In a passionate relationship, there is often a fine line between arguing and attraction. That's why it's so common to have it happen in romantic movies. One of our favorite scenes is one of the laptops: This
scene shows us that the quote can be a zlt;iframe width. autoplay; encrypted-media; gyroscope; picture-in-picture allowfullscreen to be correct: composing is the best part of a lover's quarrel! Spanish love quote #3: A quote about the change of someone Amar alguien para hacerlo distinto significa
asesinarle. Translating this quote word for word is a bit awful. Literally, it means: Loving someone to make them different means killing them. But more precisely, this quote says that loving someone to try to change who they are recipe This is because you are not really in love with a man your significant
other... You are in love with this perfect person you want them to be! After all, this quote warns us that trying to change the person you love, rather than loving them as they are, leads to unhappiness for all. Spanish love quote #4: a quote about fear el mayor obst'culo para el amor es el temor secreto de
no ser dignos de ser amados. This line translates as: The biggest obstacle to love is the hidden fear of not being worthy of being loved. For many people, love can be difficult ... but sometimes it can be exacerbated by the way we feel about ourselves. In fact, studies show that good self-esteem is
essential for healthy relationships. In this case, this quote reminds us that it is as important to love yourself as it is to love someone else. Spanish Love quote #5: A quote about the young love of Amor de Nino, Agua en cestillo. Well, this is one of those quotes where you just have to remember the
figurative meaning. Literally this quote translates as Love Child, water in the basket. Which, frankly, doesn't make much sense at all! In fact, this quote says that young love is fickle. Yes, we know: it's one of those things that you just have to remember to understand. (English is full of these idioms that
don't make sense as cool as a cucumber for being well under pressure.) But knowledge idiotic phrases like this one, and use them correctly! - can be quite impressive when you write an exam essay. Spanish Love quote #6: A quote about Heartbreak Hay mucho m's Donde elegir. What do you do when
you or a friend goes through a very bad breakup? You know, like, when you were in love, but for some reason the other person didn't feel the same way? That's where this quote might come in handy. This translates as There's a lot more out there to choose from. But this is closer in meaning to the
English saying: there are many fish in the sea. Heartbreak is painful and sometimes it feels like you've lost one for you. But this quote is a good reminder that the world is a great place! Although the gaps are tough, they are also temporary. If you are brave enough, and follow the advice of the quote #4
above! - you can find love again. Spanish love quote #7: A quote on the partnership Amar no es mirarse el uno al-otro, es mirar juntos en la misma direcci'n. This sentence has the same literal and figurative meaning. This translates as: Love is not looking at each other, it's looking together in the same
direction. Is love enough for someone for a long, happy relationship? According to this quote, there may be more than just love. And in fact, science seems to support that. This article from Psychology Today explains what the common For relationships failing have different expectations or priorities in life
than your partner. This quote teaches us that love is more than just thinking the other person is attractive, or even deeply caring about your partner. Long-term, loving relationships include working with your partner to determine where your life is going, so you can make sure you are both moving in the
same direction. Spanish Love quote #8: A quote about the motivation of El Amor Todo Lo puede. This sentence translates as Love can do anything. In other words, love is a powerful motivator. It's a favorite topic to feel good news like this about a father who runs a triathlon with his disabled son, or this
story about this man who donated his kidney to his best friend. These are just a few examples of how love can motivate us to do things for other people that we never thought possible. And while this may seem anecdotal at first, science actually supports this idea. Whether it's love for a partner, family
member, friend or even pet, love can drive us to amazing things! Spanish Love quote #9: A quote about the pain of Donde hay amor, hay dolor. But as we all know, love can also be painful, too. That's why we've included this quote in our list, which translates to where there is love, there is pain. Often we
immediately think of a bad breakup or divorce as an example of pain-inducing love. But there are also different kinds of love! For example, suppose you love your school, but your parents get new jobs and you have to move to a new city. You'd probably be very upset about that, right? This pain is the
result of the love you feel for your teachers and friends. And you are not alone in the feeling of love/pain bonding: scientists now believe that love and pain are neurologically interconnected! Given all this, it's tempting to think of this quote as a warning to us against love, but it's not. Rather, this saying is a
reminder that pain is the price of love, but that doesn't mean that love isn't worth it after all. Spanish love quote #10: A quote about dislike no hay amor perdido entre nosotros. This quote, which translates as No Love Lost Between Us, comes from the famous Spanish writer Miguel de Cervantes.
Cervantes is perhaps the most famous Spanish author of all time, and he is best known for writing Don quixote. Prior to becoming a writer, Cervantes served in the Spanish army and participated in naval battles as part of the Marine Corps of the Spanish Navy. This meant that he saw the feud between
people first hand, so he definitely knew what he was saying when he wrote that line. Saying that there is no love between you and someone else is a polite way of saying that you don't like the other person or something. that sort of thing. In fact, it means you don't like them at all! All! for example, as far as
we are concerned, there is no love lost between us and Croc shoes, dill pickles, and people who are rubbish). This is just another example of how love and other emotions can be related to each other. Spanish love quote #11: When you want to be honest (but funny) El amor entra por la cocina. Our last
Spanish love quote is another quote that has a literal and figurative translation. Literally, this sentence means: Love enters through the kitchen. But what it really says is that the fastest way to a person's heart is through their stomach. And if it's not, we don't know what it is! The 20 words and phrases you
need to know to write your own romantic Spanish quotes, as we mentioned earlier, the quotes above can help you start to understand Spanish a little better. But the best way to improve your Spanish for the Spanish AP exam is to practice... and what better way than to do it by writing your own quotes of
Spanish love? For you to start, we've put together a list of twenty of the most romantic Spanish words and phrases. Check them out below! Spanish Word / Phrase English translation el abrazo hug El Beso kiss Novio / Novia friend / girlfriend El Amor love enamorar fall in love with Eres Lindo / Eres Linda
you cute La sonrisa smile extra'ar Skip (as in, Miss someone special) Te necesito I need you te Amo I love you yo tambi'n te amo I love you, too amar love cariano / dear Esta enamorado / A I'm in love with prometido / bride el marriage Besar To kiss coraz'n heart pasi'n passion querido/a Loved One
What's Next? Let's keep the vocabulary of the work going! Here is a list of 71 body parts you need to know how to speak Spanish, and the two most import rules to remember when it comes to body parts in Spanish. But learning Spanish is not just about memorizing vocabulary words. You also have to
learn conjugated verbs, too. (In fact, conjugation can be the hardest part!) The verb of being is a good place to start because it is super generic and very versatile. This guide not only gives you all the conjugation sir you need to know... But it teaches you how to use sulfur in a sentence, too! If you are
learning Spanish at school, you may want to consider taking an SAT Spanish test subject. But what is it, exactly? Check out this raisin from the SAT Spanish test subject and then pop over and take a look at our ultimate study guide. Guide.
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